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Kyanjing Valley is situated directly north of Kathmandu in the central 
Park, covering a dense forest area of 1710 square kilometers. The Valley is dominated by Tibetan
Tamang & Sherpa people, so one has opportunity to feel and experience with Tibetan
rituals. 

The highlights of this area are the breathtaking Himalayan peaks , high altitude jungles with diverse 
vegetation and wildlife, glaciers and. 
grazing pastures offers an insight into local 

A good day will give stunning views of the rising golden sun that gives amazing reflection to the snow capped 
Himalayan towers, tinting them first in pale pink, then in red and at last, in glowing white. The trail mostly 
experiences few trekkers unlike the crowded groups of Annapurna and Everest trekking routes that gives 
peace of walk to most trekking visiting this region.

Trip Facts 

 Tour Duration:  Kathmandu –Kathmandu
 Duration:  Approx . 1 Hour 
 Altitude- 3870 mtr. 
 Ideal time for the trip- Spring ( Mar-May) and Autumn (Sep

Attraction of the Trip 

 Witness amazing view of Ganesh Himal, Langtang Lirung [7234m], Bhimtang, 
Peak,  Nayakang and Yala Peak etc. 

 Indulge into local culture. 
 Evolve into lap of rich flora and fauna of the country

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SPOT LIGHT PROGRAM                                                                          

Coffee At Kyanjing
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Kyanjing Valley is situated directly north of Kathmandu in the central Himalayan region in Langtang National 
Park, covering a dense forest area of 1710 square kilometers. The Valley is dominated by Tibetan
Tamang & Sherpa people, so one has opportunity to feel and experience with Tibetan-like cultures and 

The highlights of this area are the breathtaking Himalayan peaks , high altitude jungles with diverse 
  Numerious water falls, wild bee hives handing from th cliff and Yak 

grazing pastures offers an insight into local cultural and shepherds life. 

A good day will give stunning views of the rising golden sun that gives amazing reflection to the snow capped 
Himalayan towers, tinting them first in pale pink, then in red and at last, in glowing white. The trail mostly 

ences few trekkers unlike the crowded groups of Annapurna and Everest trekking routes that gives 
peace of walk to most trekking visiting this region. 

Kathmandu 

May) and Autumn (Sep-Dec) 

Witness amazing view of Ganesh Himal, Langtang Lirung [7234m], Bhimtang,  Yubra Himal, 

f rich flora and fauna of the country 

                                                                       
 

Coffee At Kyanjing 
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Himalayan region in Langtang National 
Park, covering a dense forest area of 1710 square kilometers. The Valley is dominated by Tibetan-influenced 

like cultures and 

The highlights of this area are the breathtaking Himalayan peaks , high altitude jungles with diverse 
Numerious water falls, wild bee hives handing from th cliff and Yak 

A good day will give stunning views of the rising golden sun that gives amazing reflection to the snow capped 
Himalayan towers, tinting them first in pale pink, then in red and at last, in glowing white. The trail mostly 

ences few trekkers unlike the crowded groups of Annapurna and Everest trekking routes that gives 

Yubra Himal,  Gangchhempo 

                                                                        



ITINERARY 

 
 
 

Breakfast- Hotel in Pokhara 
Lunch & Dinner – Tea House enroute 
 
Fly Pokhara/ Jomsom by early morning flight.  You will be recei
short preparation, the trek starts.  Three and half hou
village of Kagbeni. We cross a small hanging bridge just out of 
banks of the Kaligandaki. The trail is barren with 
enjoyable as well as picturesque Dhaulagiri 
the entire Annapurna massif to  the south and south west.
 
OVERNIGHT STAY IN TEA HOUSE
 
 
 
 
 Breakfast: Tea House enroute 
Lunch & Dinner- Tea House enroute 
 
 The “Restricted Area begins form this point. With your permit for upper Mustang,  your Liaison officer will 
complete formalities here. There is a trail up the east bank of the Kaligandaki that climbs over many ridges as it 
head north. When LO people bring their horses to Kagbeni, they travel straight down 
valley, jumping on horseback to cross the river. 

DAY 01 JOMSOM/ KAGBENI (9430 FT.)  

DAY 02 KAGBENI/ CHELEY (10168 FT.)

LO-MANTHANG-MuSTANG TREk
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Fly Pokhara/ Jomsom by early morning flight.  You will be received by our crew members at the 
starts.  Three and half hours of walking direct north of Jomsom is the little pretty 

all hanging bridge just out of Jomsom and then walk northwards along the 
ki. The trail is barren with rocks and sand and is mostly flat making is very easy, 

enjoyable as well as picturesque Dhaulagiri  (8167 m.) and Tukuche (6920 m.) in the west, Nilgiri (6940 m.) and 
the south and south west. 

TEA HOUSE 

The “Restricted Area begins form this point. With your permit for upper Mustang,  your Liaison officer will 
complete formalities here. There is a trail up the east bank of the Kaligandaki that climbs over many ridges as it 

their horses to Kagbeni, they travel straight down  the centre of the river 
valley, jumping on horseback to cross the river.  

     WALK 3/4 HRS.

I/ CHELEY (10168 FT.)      WALK 5/6 HRS.

MuSTANG TREk                                              
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ved by our crew members at the airport.  After a 
Jomsom is the little pretty 

Jomsom and then walk northwards along the 
and is mostly flat making is very easy, 

(8167 m.) and Tukuche (6920 m.) in the west, Nilgiri (6940 m.) and 

The “Restricted Area begins form this point. With your permit for upper Mustang,  your Liaison officer will 
complete formalities here. There is a trail up the east bank of the Kaligandaki that climbs over many ridges as it 

the centre of the river 

WALK 3/4 HRS. 

WALK 5/6 HRS. 

                                               



The village of Tangbe is situated alongside the east bank trail above the river at an elevation of 2930 m. Nilgiri 
peak. which dominated the southern skyline at Kagbebni continues to loom massively at the foot of the valley.
 
Chhuksang village is about 1 1/2 hours beyond Tangbe and the Kaligandaki 2020 m. elevation. The five 
villages in this area: Chele, Gyakar, Chhuksang, Tangbe and Tetang, are a culturally unified group of people 
who call themselves Gurungs. 
The trek now leaves the Kaligandaki valley and cli
culture changes from “Gurung” village to the Tibetan culture of LO.  Mot houses have sheep horns above their 
doorways and you will see many twigs in the shape of a cross with threads in 5 colors woven in
shaped pattern.  These are called zor and are supposed to capture  evil spirits that threaten the population.  
Being now in a region of Tibetan influence. 
 
OVERNIGHT STAY IN TEA HOUSE
 
 
 
 
Breakfast: Tea House enroute 
Lunch & Dinner- Tea House enroute
 
The climb from Chele is up a steep spur to a cairn at 3130 m. The climb continues, a long steep, treeless, 
waterless slog, along the side of the spectacular steep 
trail makes a long gradual descent to some Chortens on a ridge, then descends further on a pleasant trail to 
Samar, situated in grove of popular trees at 3290 m.  This is a major stopping place for h
Annapurna Himal, still dominated by Nilgiri, is visible far to the south.
 
Climb above Samar to a ridge, then descend into a large gorge past a Chorten painted in red, black, yellow and 
white - all pigments made from local rocks. The trai
a stream and climbs up to a ridge at 3800 m. and a cave with self
Padmasambhave.  Snellgrove translate the cave’s Tibetan name as “self produced place of 
believed that if any part of statue is broken off it will grow back by itself.  From the cave, it is possible to climb 
a steep gorge to Shyangmochen and avoid backtracking to Samar.
The trail climbs gently from Shyangmochen to a pass at 
 
OVERNIGHT STAY IN TEA HOUSE
 
 
 
 
Breakfast: Tea House enroute 
Lunch & Dinner- Tea House enroute
 
From Geling, the trail climbs gently through fields up the center of the valley, passing below the settlement of 
Tema Gung and an Chorten.  It becomes an unrelenting climb across the bead of the valley to the Nyi La pass 
at 3950 m, the highest point reached  on the trek.  This pass is the southern boundary of LO itself. About a half 
hour from the pass is a trail junction, the left trai

   

DAY 03 CHELEY/ GELING (12710 FT. ) 

DAY 04 GELING/ CHARANG (11480 FT.)
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village of Tangbe is situated alongside the east bank trail above the river at an elevation of 2930 m. Nilgiri 
peak. which dominated the southern skyline at Kagbebni continues to loom massively at the foot of the valley.

hours beyond Tangbe and the Kaligandaki 2020 m. elevation. The five 
villages in this area: Chele, Gyakar, Chhuksang, Tangbe and Tetang, are a culturally unified group of people 

The trek now leaves the Kaligandaki valley and climbs steeply up a rocky gully to Chele at 3030 m. The 
culture changes from “Gurung” village to the Tibetan culture of LO.  Mot houses have sheep horns above their 
doorways and you will see many twigs in the shape of a cross with threads in 5 colors woven in
shaped pattern.  These are called zor and are supposed to capture  evil spirits that threaten the population.  
Being now in a region of Tibetan influence.  

TEA HOUSE 

Tea House enroute 

The climb from Chele is up a steep spur to a cairn at 3130 m. The climb continues, a long steep, treeless, 
waterless slog, along the side of the spectacular steep canyon to a pass and cairn of rocks at 3540 m.  Here the 
trail makes a long gradual descent to some Chortens on a ridge, then descends further on a pleasant trail to 
Samar, situated in grove of popular trees at 3290 m.  This is a major stopping place for h
Annapurna Himal, still dominated by Nilgiri, is visible far to the south. 

Climb above Samar to a ridge, then descend into a large gorge past a Chorten painted in red, black, yellow and 
all pigments made from local rocks. The trail goes into another valley filled with juniper trees, crosses 

a stream and climbs up to a ridge at 3800 m. and a cave with self-emanating statues of Guru Ringpoche and 
Padmasambhave.  Snellgrove translate the cave’s Tibetan name as “self produced place of 
believed that if any part of statue is broken off it will grow back by itself.  From the cave, it is possible to climb 
a steep gorge to Shyangmochen and avoid backtracking to Samar. 
The trail climbs gently from Shyangmochen to a pass at 3770 m. and enters another huge east

TEA HOUSE 

Tea House enroute 

From Geling, the trail climbs gently through fields up the center of the valley, passing below the settlement of 
orten.  It becomes an unrelenting climb across the bead of the valley to the Nyi La pass 

at 3950 m, the highest point reached  on the trek.  This pass is the southern boundary of LO itself. About a half 
hour from the pass is a trail junction, the left trail leads to Ghami. 

      WALK 5/6 HRS.

GELING/ CHARANG (11480 FT.)      WALK 5/6 HRS.
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village of Tangbe is situated alongside the east bank trail above the river at an elevation of 2930 m. Nilgiri 
peak. which dominated the southern skyline at Kagbebni continues to loom massively at the foot of the valley. 

hours beyond Tangbe and the Kaligandaki 2020 m. elevation. The five 
villages in this area: Chele, Gyakar, Chhuksang, Tangbe and Tetang, are a culturally unified group of people 

mbs steeply up a rocky gully to Chele at 3030 m. The 
culture changes from “Gurung” village to the Tibetan culture of LO.  Mot houses have sheep horns above their 
doorways and you will see many twigs in the shape of a cross with threads in 5 colors woven in a diamond-
shaped pattern.  These are called zor and are supposed to capture  evil spirits that threaten the population.  

The climb from Chele is up a steep spur to a cairn at 3130 m. The climb continues, a long steep, treeless, 
canyon to a pass and cairn of rocks at 3540 m.  Here the 

trail makes a long gradual descent to some Chortens on a ridge, then descends further on a pleasant trail to 
Samar, situated in grove of popular trees at 3290 m.  This is a major stopping place for horse caravan. The 

Climb above Samar to a ridge, then descend into a large gorge past a Chorten painted in red, black, yellow and 
l goes into another valley filled with juniper trees, crosses 

emanating statues of Guru Ringpoche and 
Padmasambhave.  Snellgrove translate the cave’s Tibetan name as “self produced place of Promenade”.  It is 
believed that if any part of statue is broken off it will grow back by itself.  From the cave, it is possible to climb 

3770 m. and enters another huge east-west valley.  

From Geling, the trail climbs gently through fields up the center of the valley, passing below the settlement of 
orten.  It becomes an unrelenting climb across the bead of the valley to the Nyi La pass 

at 3950 m, the highest point reached  on the trek.  This pass is the southern boundary of LO itself. About a half 

WALK 5/6 HRS. 

WALK 5/6 HRS. 

                                                                                                                                                



The Charang trail descends below the blue gray and red cliffs across the valley to a steel bridge across the 
Tangmar Chu then climbs past what is perhaps the longest and most spectacular stretch of mani wall in Nepal.  
Climbing over another pass at 3600 meter the route makes a long gently descent to Charang at 3520 m.
 
OVERNIGHT STAY IN TEA HOUSE
 
 
 
 
Breakfast: Tea House enroute 
Lunch & Dinner- Tea House enroute 
 
The trail descends about 100 metres from Charang crosses the Charang Chu and climbs steeply up a rocky trail 
to a cairn on a ridge opposite the village at 3580 m, then enters the Thong valley. A short descent leads onto the 
“plain of Aspiration” at 3780 m.  Cross a stream.  Then climb up onto the plateau of LO Manthang itself, crossing 
an irrigation canal at the south wall of the city. 
 
OVERNIGHT STAY IN TEA HOUSE
 
 
 
Breakfast: Tea House enroute 
Lunch & Dinner- Tea House enroute 
 
Rest day to explore surroundings and local excursion i.e. CHAMPA LAKHANG, THUGCHEN GOMPA, CHYODI 
GOMPA etc.. 
 
OVERNIGHT STAY IN TEA HOUSE
 
 
 
 
Breakfast: Tea House enroute 
Lunch & Dinner- Tea House enroute 
 
There is an opportunity of vary the return route, visiting two villages that you did not see on the trek 
northwards.  From Lo Manthang the trail to Charang heads south, to reach Lo Gekar, turn east along an 
indistinct trail that passes the irrigated fields
offering a last glimpse of LO Manthang. After descending to the valley floor, the route heads to the right up the 
centre of the valley to its head.  Cross a ridge at 4070 m. and traverse 
 
Climb to a ridge, then across a valley to a cairn and a pass 200 m above LO Gekar.  
alpine meadows to crest, then drops down a steel eroded gully to the upper part of the village of Tahmar, 
Whose name earns, “Red Crag”.  Most of the surrounding hills are pastel shades of grey and yellow, the trail 
descends alongside the stone walls and fields of the extensive village, then climbs to a ridge.  It is a short 
descent to Ghami at 3440 m. 
 
OVERNIGHT STAY IN TEA HOUSE
 

DAY 05 CHARANG/ LOMANTHANG (12300 FT.)

DAY 06/ 07 REST LOMANTHANG 

DAY 08 LOMANTHANG / GEMI (12300 FT.)
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The Charang trail descends below the blue gray and red cliffs across the valley to a steel bridge across the 
what is perhaps the longest and most spectacular stretch of mani wall in Nepal.  

Climbing over another pass at 3600 meter the route makes a long gently descent to Charang at 3520 m.

TEA HOUSE 

The trail descends about 100 metres from Charang crosses the Charang Chu and climbs steeply up a rocky trail 
to a cairn on a ridge opposite the village at 3580 m, then enters the Thong valley. A short descent leads onto the 

Cross a stream.  Then climb up onto the plateau of LO Manthang itself, crossing 
an irrigation canal at the south wall of the city.  

TEA HOUSE 

Rest day to explore surroundings and local excursion i.e. CHAMPA LAKHANG, THUGCHEN GOMPA, CHYODI 

TEA HOUSE 

There is an opportunity of vary the return route, visiting two villages that you did not see on the trek 
northwards.  From Lo Manthang the trail to Charang heads south, to reach Lo Gekar, turn east along an 
indistinct trail that passes the irrigated fields of the city. The trail climbs steadily to a pass marked by a cairn, 
offering a last glimpse of LO Manthang. After descending to the valley floor, the route heads to the right up the 
centre of the valley to its head.  Cross a ridge at 4070 m. and traverse across the heads of two indistinct pass. 

Climb to a ridge, then across a valley to a cairn and a pass 200 m above LO Gekar.  The route crosses some 
alpine meadows to crest, then drops down a steel eroded gully to the upper part of the village of Tahmar, 
Whose name earns, “Red Crag”.  Most of the surrounding hills are pastel shades of grey and yellow, the trail 

the stone walls and fields of the extensive village, then climbs to a ridge.  It is a short 

TEA HOUSE 

CHARANG/ LOMANTHANG (12300 FT.)    WALK 3/4 HRS 

LOMANTHANG / GEMI (12300 FT.)     WALK 6/ 7 HRS.
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The Charang trail descends below the blue gray and red cliffs across the valley to a steel bridge across the 
what is perhaps the longest and most spectacular stretch of mani wall in Nepal.  

Climbing over another pass at 3600 meter the route makes a long gently descent to Charang at 3520 m. 

The trail descends about 100 metres from Charang crosses the Charang Chu and climbs steeply up a rocky trail 
to a cairn on a ridge opposite the village at 3580 m, then enters the Thong valley. A short descent leads onto the 

Cross a stream.  Then climb up onto the plateau of LO Manthang itself, crossing 

Rest day to explore surroundings and local excursion i.e. CHAMPA LAKHANG, THUGCHEN GOMPA, CHYODI 

There is an opportunity of vary the return route, visiting two villages that you did not see on the trek 
northwards.  From Lo Manthang the trail to Charang heads south, to reach Lo Gekar, turn east along an 

of the city. The trail climbs steadily to a pass marked by a cairn, 
offering a last glimpse of LO Manthang. After descending to the valley floor, the route heads to the right up the 

across the heads of two indistinct pass.  

The route crosses some 
alpine meadows to crest, then drops down a steel eroded gully to the upper part of the village of Tahmar, 
Whose name earns, “Red Crag”.  Most of the surrounding hills are pastel shades of grey and yellow, the trail 

the stone walls and fields of the extensive village, then climbs to a ridge.  It is a short 

WALK 6/ 7 HRS. 

                                                                        



 
 

Breakfast: Tea House enroute 
Lunch & Dinner- Tea House enroute
 
From Ghami, follow the direct route to the Nyi La, climbing to a cairn on a ridge and then contouring upwards 
to meet the trail from Charang.  Continue to the pass and descend steeply into the Geling valley.  Follow the 
trail that by passes Geling to and isolated tea house and descends gently to the three houses of Tama Gung.  A 
steep set of switch backs leads to a stream, then the trail climbs to a huge painted Chorten.  The trail rejoins 
the Geling trail near the ridge, just below a Chorten and the remin
back to Samar. 
 
OVERNIGHT STAY IN TEA HOUSE
 
 
 
 
Breakfast: Tea House enroute 
Lunch & Dinner- Tea House enroute
 
Retrace the upward trail back to the Kaligandaki and downstream t
expires. 
 
OVERNIGHT STAY IN TEA HOUSE
 
 
 
 
             
Breakfast: Tea House enroute 
Lunch & Dinner- Tea House enroute
 
 From Kagbeni, walk further south along the Kaligandaki to reach Jomsom for the night.
 
OVERNIGHT STAY IN TEA HOUSE
 
 

         
Breakfast: Tea House enroute
Lunch & Dinner- Own arrangements
 
Fly Jomsom/ Pokhara by early morning flight to connect your flight back to Kathmandu.
 
OVERNIGHT  STAY HOTEL IN 
 
 

DAY 09 GEMI/ SAMAR (11800 FT.)  

DAY 10 SAMAR/ KAGBENI   

DAY 11 KAGBENI/ JOMSOM   

DAY 12 JOMSOM/ fly POKHARA/ fly KATHMANDU
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Tea House enroute 

From Ghami, follow the direct route to the Nyi La, climbing to a cairn on a ridge and then contouring upwards 
to meet the trail from Charang.  Continue to the pass and descend steeply into the Geling valley.  Follow the 

isolated tea house and descends gently to the three houses of Tama Gung.  A 
steep set of switch backs leads to a stream, then the trail climbs to a huge painted Chorten.  The trail rejoins 
the Geling trail near the ridge, just below a Chorten and the reminder of the day is on already traveled trails 

TEA HOUSE 

Tea House enroute 

the Kaligandaki and downstream to Kagbeni - Hopefully before 

TEA HOUSE 

Tea House enroute 

From Kagbeni, walk further south along the Kaligandaki to reach Jomsom for the night. 

TEA HOUSE 

Breakfast: Tea House enroute  
arrangements 

Fly Jomsom/ Pokhara by early morning flight to connect your flight back to Kathmandu. 

STAY HOTEL IN KATHMANDU 

     WALK 5/6 HRS.

      WALK 6/7 HRS

     WALK 3/4 HRS

JOMSOM/ fly POKHARA/ fly KATHMANDU 
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From Ghami, follow the direct route to the Nyi La, climbing to a cairn on a ridge and then contouring upwards 
to meet the trail from Charang.  Continue to the pass and descend steeply into the Geling valley.  Follow the 

isolated tea house and descends gently to the three houses of Tama Gung.  A 
steep set of switch backs leads to a stream, then the trail climbs to a huge painted Chorten.  The trail rejoins 

der of the day is on already traveled trails 

Hopefully before your permit 

 

WALK 5/6 HRS. 

WALK 6/7 HRS 

WALK 3/4 HRS 

                                                                        



Domestic News 
TIA to remain open 21 hours a day from today
- SANGAM PRASAIN, Kathmandu 

 
May 21, 2018-Tribhuvan International Airport (TIA) will remain open 21 hours a day from Monday as it 
extends its opening hours by 2 hours 30 minutes due to a sh
authorities said.Severe congestion plagues the country’s sole international gateway which currently operates 
for 18 hours 30 minutes in three shifts daily.
 
“We are all ready to remain open for 21 hours a day. 
Monday,” said Raj Kumar Chettri, general manager of TIA. “Each shift will be lengthened by 1 hour.”
 
The board of directors of the Civil Aviation Authority of Nepal is expected to approve an incentive plan f
traffic controllers (ATCs) and other staff on Sunday as compensation for the increased workload.Chettri said 
that eight more ATCs had been employed at TIA. “There are now 72 ATCs working in three shifts, and we 
have planned to hire more in the comin
agreed to the extended opening hours of the airport, he said.
 
From Monday, TIA will also use a separate exit system. Arriving passengers will leave the airport through the 
new route or from the newly constructed vehicle parking area which is near the Ring Road.
“However, it will take time for the new vehicle parking area to come into operation.” Chettri said that a few 
airlines had expressed interest in obtaining night slots as they think
hours in the skies before landing during the daytime.
 
Qatar Airways has decided to operate one of its flights at 1 am. “We are expecting more airlines to come 
during the lean hours, while all the new airlines will b
Traffic congestion is also severe on the ground due to a limited number of parking bays. Experts said that TIA 
had turned into a ‘roll and hold’ airport as its existing infrastructure has not been able to cope with the ri
travel demand. 
 
However, TIA is not expected to see visible change in terms of reducing traffic congestion even after 
operating the airport for an additiona

AIRLINE NEWS                                                                                    
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TIA to remain open 21 hours a day from today 

Tribhuvan International Airport (TIA) will remain open 21 hours a day from Monday as it 
extends its opening hours by 2 hours 30 minutes due to a sharp growth in air passenger traffic, airport 
authorities said.Severe congestion plagues the country’s sole international gateway which currently operates 
for 18 hours 30 minutes in three shifts daily. 

“We are all ready to remain open for 21 hours a day. The new schedule will be formally inaugurated on 
Monday,” said Raj Kumar Chettri, general manager of TIA. “Each shift will be lengthened by 1 hour.”

The board of directors of the Civil Aviation Authority of Nepal is expected to approve an incentive plan f
traffic controllers (ATCs) and other staff on Sunday as compensation for the increased workload.Chettri said 
that eight more ATCs had been employed at TIA. “There are now 72 ATCs working in three shifts, and we 
have planned to hire more in the coming days.” The customs office, police and other security agencies have 
agreed to the extended opening hours of the airport, he said. 

From Monday, TIA will also use a separate exit system. Arriving passengers will leave the airport through the 
rom the newly constructed vehicle parking area which is near the Ring Road.

“However, it will take time for the new vehicle parking area to come into operation.” Chettri said that a few 
airlines had expressed interest in obtaining night slots as they think it is a better option than holding for 
hours in the skies before landing during the daytime. 

Qatar Airways has decided to operate one of its flights at 1 am. “We are expecting more airlines to come 
during the lean hours, while all the new airlines will be issued slots after 12 midnight.” 
Traffic congestion is also severe on the ground due to a limited number of parking bays. Experts said that TIA 
had turned into a ‘roll and hold’ airport as its existing infrastructure has not been able to cope with the ri

However, TIA is not expected to see visible change in terms of reducing traffic congestion even after 
operating the airport for an additional 2 hours 30 minutes daily as the summer schedule of all airlines has 
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Tribhuvan International Airport (TIA) will remain open 21 hours a day from Monday as it 
arp growth in air passenger traffic, airport 

authorities said.Severe congestion plagues the country’s sole international gateway which currently operates 

The new schedule will be formally inaugurated on 
Monday,” said Raj Kumar Chettri, general manager of TIA. “Each shift will be lengthened by 1 hour.” 

The board of directors of the Civil Aviation Authority of Nepal is expected to approve an incentive plan for air 
traffic controllers (ATCs) and other staff on Sunday as compensation for the increased workload.Chettri said 
that eight more ATCs had been employed at TIA. “There are now 72 ATCs working in three shifts, and we 

g days.” The customs office, police and other security agencies have 

From Monday, TIA will also use a separate exit system. Arriving passengers will leave the airport through the 
rom the newly constructed vehicle parking area which is near the Ring Road. 

“However, it will take time for the new vehicle parking area to come into operation.” Chettri said that a few 
it is a better option than holding for 

Qatar Airways has decided to operate one of its flights at 1 am. “We are expecting more airlines to come 

Traffic congestion is also severe on the ground due to a limited number of parking bays. Experts said that TIA 
had turned into a ‘roll and hold’ airport as its existing infrastructure has not been able to cope with the rising 

However, TIA is not expected to see visible change in terms of reducing traffic congestion even after 
l 2 hours 30 minutes daily as the summer schedule of all airlines has 

                                                                                   
                                 



already been approved. But it will definitely help during the next peak tourist season which starts in 
September, according to airport officials.
 
Most international flights operate between 1 and 5 pm, the peak travel time, resulting in chaos for airlines 
and ATCs. Nearly 70 percent of the international traffic is concentrated during the peak time. Traffic is thin in 
the mornings till 12 noon and from 6 to 9 pm.
 
During the tourist season, March-May and September
percent of them domestic flights. The sole reason behind the congestion at TIA during the tourist season is 
Lukla flights. And if a flight to Lukla, the gateway to Everest, is disrupted on any particular day due to 
weather, its rescheduling will create a cascade effect on all flights.
 
The extended opening hours is a milestone in TIA’s history which opened in 1949 when a single
aircraft landed for the first time on its grass runway, formally marking the start of aviation in Nepal.
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already been approved. But it will definitely help during the next peak tourist season which starts in 
September, according to airport officials. 

Most international flights operate between 1 and 5 pm, the peak travel time, resulting in chaos for airlines 
ATCs. Nearly 70 percent of the international traffic is concentrated during the peak time. Traffic is thin in 

the mornings till 12 noon and from 6 to 9 pm. 

May and September-November, TIA handles more than 500 flights dail
percent of them domestic flights. The sole reason behind the congestion at TIA during the tourist season is 
Lukla flights. And if a flight to Lukla, the gateway to Everest, is disrupted on any particular day due to 

te a cascade effect on all flights. 

The extended opening hours is a milestone in TIA’s history which opened in 1949 when a single
aircraft landed for the first time on its grass runway, formally marking the start of aviation in Nepal.
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already been approved. But it will definitely help during the next peak tourist season which starts in 

Most international flights operate between 1 and 5 pm, the peak travel time, resulting in chaos for airlines 
ATCs. Nearly 70 percent of the international traffic is concentrated during the peak time. Traffic is thin in 

November, TIA handles more than 500 flights daily, 75 
percent of them domestic flights. The sole reason behind the congestion at TIA during the tourist season is 
Lukla flights. And if a flight to Lukla, the gateway to Everest, is disrupted on any particular day due to 

The extended opening hours is a milestone in TIA’s history which opened in 1949 when a single-engine 
aircraft landed for the first time on its grass runway, formally marking the start of aviation in Nepal. 
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Mountaineers Reach Atop Mount Everest
 

May 19, 2018-A total of 277 mountaineers have 
in seven days since the expedition began this season.

 
 
As many as 277 mountaineers have ascended to the highest summit since the outset of the 
the spring season this year, shared Tilakram Pandey, Liaison Officer at Department of Tourism stationed at 
the base camp. 

According to him, 36 climbers including 21 Nepali and 15 foreigners have successfully reached the Everest 
summit on Saturday. Some 65 mountaineers had climbed the highest peak on Friday.

During the season, some 364 mountaineers are on the way to scale the summit. Most of those reaching atop 
are climbing down while some are still under preparation for the ascent. RSS
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Mountaineers Reach Atop Mount Everest 

A total of 277 mountaineers have successfully climbed the world's highest peak, Mount Everest, 
in seven days since the expedition began this season. 

As many as 277 mountaineers have ascended to the highest summit since the outset of the 
the spring season this year, shared Tilakram Pandey, Liaison Officer at Department of Tourism stationed at 

According to him, 36 climbers including 21 Nepali and 15 foreigners have successfully reached the Everest 
Saturday. Some 65 mountaineers had climbed the highest peak on Friday. 

During the season, some 364 mountaineers are on the way to scale the summit. Most of those reaching atop 
are climbing down while some are still under preparation for the ascent. RSS 
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As many as 277 mountaineers have ascended to the highest summit since the outset of the mountaineering of 
the spring season this year, shared Tilakram Pandey, Liaison Officer at Department of Tourism stationed at 

According to him, 36 climbers including 21 Nepali and 15 foreigners have successfully reached the Everest 
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RATO MACHHINDRANATH JATRA

 
 
The Rato Machhindranath Rath Jatra is the only festival that lasts for months. Dedicated to the Rain God 
Machhindranath, this festival takes place in Patan and is supposed to bring rain to the Kathmandu Valley.
chariot of ‘Rato Machhindra Nath’ is built before the festival and is again disassembled after the festival every 
year.  
 
The farmers of Kathmandu Valley wait for the monsoon rain to plant their rice crop. A large chariot is made of 
wood and tied with vines and pulled through the streets of Patan coming to rest at various traditional spots 
where crowds of devotees arrive to pay homage and lay offer
 
The chariot procession is accompanied by Newar musicians playing traditional folk instruments. This is a 
Newari festival and the chariot is pulled by Newar youth who follow instructions from a senior who rides on 
the chariot. 
 
The idol of the red painted Rato Machhindranath
fresh paint. When the initial rites are over, the idol is placed on the chariot. As Lord Machhindranath views his 
devotees from a high seat of his chariot, he receives ri
the chariot represent the powerful Bhairab the fiercefull incarnation
The chariot is several stories high and with no nuts and bolts to hold it together, it is normally tilting to one 
side. The collapsing of this chariot is seen as portentous.
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RATO MACHHINDRANATH JATRA 

The Rato Machhindranath Rath Jatra is the only festival that lasts for months. Dedicated to the Rain God 
Machhindranath, this festival takes place in Patan and is supposed to bring rain to the Kathmandu Valley.
chariot of ‘Rato Machhindra Nath’ is built before the festival and is again disassembled after the festival every 

u Valley wait for the monsoon rain to plant their rice crop. A large chariot is made of 
wood and tied with vines and pulled through the streets of Patan coming to rest at various traditional spots 
where crowds of devotees arrive to pay homage and lay offerings. 

The chariot procession is accompanied by Newar musicians playing traditional folk instruments. This is a 
Newari festival and the chariot is pulled by Newar youth who follow instructions from a senior who rides on 

inted Rato Machhindranath deity first goes through a ritual bath and a make
fresh paint. When the initial rites are over, the idol is placed on the chariot. As Lord Machhindranath views his 
devotees from a high seat of his chariot, he receives rice and vermilion powder as offer. The

represent the powerful Bhairab the fiercefull incarnation of Shiva, 
The chariot is several stories high and with no nuts and bolts to hold it together, it is normally tilting to one 

collapsing of this chariot is seen as portentous.

SOURCE – HIMALAYAN TIMES
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The Rato Machhindranath Rath Jatra is the only festival that lasts for months. Dedicated to the Rain God 
Machhindranath, this festival takes place in Patan and is supposed to bring rain to the Kathmandu Valley.. The 
chariot of ‘Rato Machhindra Nath’ is built before the festival and is again disassembled after the festival every 

u Valley wait for the monsoon rain to plant their rice crop. A large chariot is made of 
wood and tied with vines and pulled through the streets of Patan coming to rest at various traditional spots 

The chariot procession is accompanied by Newar musicians playing traditional folk instruments. This is a 
Newari festival and the chariot is pulled by Newar youth who follow instructions from a senior who rides on 

deity first goes through a ritual bath and a make-over with 
fresh paint. When the initial rites are over, the idol is placed on the chariot. As Lord Machhindranath views his 

ce and vermilion powder as offer. The four wheels of 

The chariot is several stories high and with no nuts and bolts to hold it together, it is normally tilting to one 
collapsing of this chariot is seen as portentous. 
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OVEN CRISP CHICKEN WINGS 

Ingredients 

 1⁄3cup flour 
 1tablespoon paprika 
 1teaspoon garlic salt 
 1teaspoon black pepper 
 1⁄4-1⁄2teaspoon cayenne pepper 
 3tablespoons butter 
 10chicken wings 

DIRECTIONS 

1. Cut wings at joints. 
2. Preheat oven to 425 degrees.
3. Be sure wings are thawed and dry them well with paper towels.
4. Combine flour, paprika, garlic salt, black pepper and cayenne pepper in a plastic bag.
5. Shake to mix ingredients and add wings.
6. Line a large baking sheet with Release foil and melt the butter on it. ( Ma
7. Add wings to pan and turn to coat.
8. Bake for 30 minutes. 
9. Turn wings over and bake for 15 more minutes or until crispy and done.
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Preheat oven to 425 degrees. 
wings are thawed and dry them well with paper towels. 

Combine flour, paprika, garlic salt, black pepper and cayenne pepper in a plastic bag.
Shake to mix ingredients and add wings. 
Line a large baking sheet with Release foil and melt the butter on it. ( Makes for easy clean up.).
Add wings to pan and turn to coat. 

Turn wings over and bake for 15 more minutes or until crispy and done. 

SOURCE:geniuskitchen.com
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Combine flour, paprika, garlic salt, black pepper and cayenne pepper in a plastic bag. 

kes for easy clean up.). 
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1. Adding a teaspoon of baking soda when you boil eggs and the shell will come off easily.
2. Pinching the end of a banana is a far easier way to open It.?
3. Pour a half a cup of baking soda and a cup of vinegar into a clogged drain. Once it stops foaming 

rinse down the sink and your drains will be clear. A cheap and environmentally friendly way to 
unclog a sink 

4.  To avoid crying over your onions, peel and chop the ends off. Soak in cold water for 30 seconds. 
You'll dice without tears. 

5. Putting your phone in airplane mode will stop ads while you play:
6. Take a sip of water after drinking coffee, soda, or sugary 

prevent tooth decay. 
7. Running low on battery? Put your phone on airplane mode and it’ll charge much faster.
8. Use toothpaste to clear up hazy car headlights.
9. Wrap a bottle or beverage with some wet paper towels to help sp
10. Use an inside of a banana peel to help whiten your teeth.
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Adding a teaspoon of baking soda when you boil eggs and the shell will come off easily.

the end of a banana is a far easier way to open It.? 
Pour a half a cup of baking soda and a cup of vinegar into a clogged drain. Once it stops foaming 
rinse down the sink and your drains will be clear. A cheap and environmentally friendly way to 

To avoid crying over your onions, peel and chop the ends off. Soak in cold water for 30 seconds. 

Putting your phone in airplane mode will stop ads while you play: 
Take a sip of water after drinking coffee, soda, or sugary beverage to keep your teeth white and 

Running low on battery? Put your phone on airplane mode and it’ll charge much faster.
Use toothpaste to clear up hazy car headlights. 
Wrap a bottle or beverage with some wet paper towels to help speed up the cooling process.
Use an inside of a banana peel to help whiten your teeth. 

SOURCE:pinterest.com
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“A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step
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A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step
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A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step". 
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HEADOFFICE 

NAXAL, OPPOSITE OF POLICE H.Q 
PHONE NO.: 01-4433444 

EMAIL: info@blinetours.com 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

TRAVEL DESK 
SOALTEE CROWNE PLAZA 

PHONE NO.: 01-4287823 
Email: operations@blinetours.com 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

TRAVEL DESK 
CASINO MAHJONG 

PHONE NO.: 01-4283255 
EMAIL: operations1@blinetours.com 
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